Supplementary Text and Figures

Example of wrong rotamer effects in the Barnase-Barstar system
We provide an example of the effects of wrong rotamer placement for the Barnase-Barstar system. We mutated alanine residue A27 by a lysine in the Barnase chain using different rotamer programs. One program generated a rotamer that was close to the mutated crystal while the other did not ( Figure S1A ). We performed three MD simulations of the system, two starting from the predicted rotamers and one from the protein crystal containing the mutation. In Figure S1B , we show the number of contacts as a function of the simulation time. We notice that the predicted rotamer that was in an opposite direction with respect to the crystal, lost a considerable amount of native contacts within the interaction. as a function of the simulation time for the original crystal (blue), the complex with a predicted mutation close to the crystal rotamer (green), and the complex with other predicted mutation in an opposite direction to the crystal rotamer (red). Each mutation protocol prediction is represented by a circle (see Methods), dihedral values from the crystal structure by a black square, and the main conformation groups are split in 9 regions based on the χ1 and χ2 possible combinations. Tables   Table S1 . Average of the success rate for the χ1 and χ2 dihedral angle prediction per mutation protocol and amino acid using a 30% threshold. Table S2 . Success rate average for the χ1 and χ2 dihedral angle prediction per mutation protocol generated from amino acid conformation from the last MD frame (instead of the crystals) and using a 5% threshold. Table S3 . Success rate average for the χ1 and χ2 dihedral angle prediction per mutation protocol from the perspective of the initial amino subjected to mutation (using a 5% threshold). Table S4 . Average contact conservation using a 3.5Å threshold-distance between the predicted mutation and structures from the molecular dynamics simulations with similar χ1
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and χ2 dihedral angles. Table S5 . Average contact conservation using a 4Å threshold-distance between the predicted mutation and structures from MD with similar χ1 and χ2 dihedral angles. 
